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Abstract. In the current era of globalization, computer users are increasing greatly. Almost every job in school institutions uses computer tools, as is the case at SMA PGRI 1 Purwodadi which is located on Jl. R. Soeprapto No. 34 really need to use a computer. Especially in the school library section which has not been able to utilize sophisticated computer technology in recording school tuition payments. The problem that is often encountered is that in the data processing process, errors are still found during recording in carrying out tuition payment transactions because they are still processed manually by recording them in the book one by one so that the resulting school tuition payment calculations are less accurate. With these problems, the author tries to formulate the problem, namely how to create a computerized school tuition payment program and use a multiuser-based program at SMA PGRI 1 Purwodadi in order to process data more quickly with a minimum error rate. In writing this thesis, the author used Visual Basic 6.0 software and the data base used Microsoft Access.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the current era of globalization, many people are involved in the world of sophisticated information technology to support human activities in daily life to make life better. One form of development of computer technology is the increasing development of information system technology in real life information system applications. An information system is a computer-based work series that is capable of processing and managing existing data to produce quality and useful information.

Many schools and universities, both government and private, have implemented information systems as an effort to improve the quality of work, services and, more importantly, to achieve the goals of the business sector itself. At SMU 1 PGRI Purwodadi Grobogan, the address is Jl. R. Sueprapto No. 34 Working system Payment is made by students coming directly to pay at the payment administration. The computer is currently on

With a relatively large number of students, namely 570 students from class 1 to class 3, the data used at SMU PGRI 1 Purwodadi Grobogan still uses conventional recording or book recording, which can result in errors in recording payments with the same student's name. data
is easily damaged, up to data manipulation. When making a report you have to recap it first so that time is less effective and efficient. One of the supporting factors is a lack of technique in data processing and the absence of system restrictions that can anticipate the security of data from payment report documents so that they are more easily manipulated by unauthorized parties.

For this reason, an information system is needed, where one of the solutions that can be used is a payment information system, with a SPP payment system it will be faster and more efficient, so that it can minimize errors in SPP payments and the data is already stored in the database, avoiding data manipulation. Reports can be made at any time if the leadership wishes.

Computerized data processing and good tuition payment reports enable schools to avoid fraud and irregularities compiled by bookkeeping officers at the end of the period. From the description above the author took the title of the thesis "MULTIUSER BASED SCHOOL SPP PAYMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM AT SMU PGRI 1 PURWODADI GROBOGAN"

2. THEORETICAL BASIS

1. BASIC SYSTEM CONCEPTS

There are two groups of approaches in defining a system, namely those that emphasize procedures and those that emphasize components or elements. The systems approach is closer to procedures, defining a system as a network of interconnected procedures, gathered together to carry out an activity or to complete a certain target.

The systems approach which is a network of procedures emphasizes the sequence of operations in the system. Procedures are defined by Richard F. Neuschel as a sequence of clerical (writing-writing) operations, usually involving several people in one or more departments, which are implemented to ensure uniform handling of business transactions that occur.

An approach that emphasizes elements or components defines a system as a collection of elements that interact to achieve a certain goal. A systems approach that emphasizes components will make it easier to study a system for the purposes of analyzing and designing a system.

A system has a specific purpose. Some say, the purpose of a system is to achieve a goal (goal) and some say it is to achieve a target (objectives). Goals are usually associated with a broader scope and targets within a narrower scope. If it is a main system, for example a business system, then the term goal is more appropriate to apply. For accounting systems or other
systems, which are parts or subsystems of business systems, the term objectives is more appropriate. So, it depends on the scope from which you view the system.

3. METHODOLOGY

Research Methods are the methods used by researchers to collect research data. [2] To carry out these research activities, the author searches for data and collects it in order to produce good results, the following research methods must be carried out:

1. Research Object

In preparing this thesis, the author took the research object at SMA PGRI. Purwodadi, whose address is Jln. R. Sueprapto No. 34 Purwodadi Grobogan, especially regarding school tuition payment transactions and the process of making payment reports which are made every month.

2. Types of research data

a) Primary data

Namely data obtained directly from SMU PGRI 1 PURWODADI GROBOGAN, especially the Administration section.

b) Secondary Data

Namely data obtained from books as a theoretical basis, the internet, etc. which supports research and is used as a complement to primary data.

c) Method of collecting data

The method used is:

1) Observation

Obtaining data directly from the field is by directly observing the research objects at SMU PGRI 1 PURWODADI GROBOGAN, especially the Administration section.

2) Interview

To complete the data from observations, the author also conducted interviews with bookkeeping staff, namely Mrs. Enden Rita, A.md and Mr. Oong Sutia as the Principal of the School so that this is the necessary data.

3) Literature review

By conducting literature studies, scientific readings that are relevant to the problem and also to obtain secondary data and support data obtained directly from research objects at SMU PGRI 1 PURWODADI GROBOGAN, especially the Administration section.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Login Form Display

Function: To secure data processing
Ways of working:
   a. Login button to enter the Main Menu.
   b. If the User Name or Password is incorrect, an error message will appear.
   c. Exit to exit the program
   d. Log Off to exit temporarily, just log out from Password

2. Main Menu Form

Function: Makes it easier to display Master Forms, Transactions and Library Reports.
This form consists of Master Data, Transaction, Report and EXIT Forms.

Ways of working:
   a. Highlight the Master Menu to select Member Form, Book Form, Category Form
   b. Highlight the Transaction Menu to select the Loan Transaction Form and Return Transaction Form.
   c. Highlight the Report Menu to display reports
   d. To exit the Main Menu select Menu Options – Exit

3. Member Master Form

Function: Processing Member Data
Ways of working:

a. Select Master Data Menu – Members
b. Select Member Input – New Button to input New Member
c. Print Members button to print Members
d. Save button to save new member data
e. Exit Button to Exit.

4. Book Master Form

Function: Processing Book Data

Ways of working:

a. Select Menu Master Data - book
b. Select Input Book – New Button to input a new Book
c. Save button to save new book data
d. Exit Button to Exit
5. Category Master Form

Function: Processing book category data

Ways of working:

a. Select Master Data Menu – category
b. New button to enter a new book category
c. Save button to save new book category data
d. Exit Button to Exit.

6. Loan Transaction Form

Function: to process book lending transactions

Ways of working:

a. Select the transaction menu - borrowing
b. New Transaction button to input a new transaction
c. Record button to record loan transactions
d. Exit button to exit.

7. Return Transaction Form

Function: to process book return transactions
Ways of working:

a. Select the transaction - return menu
b. Select note button to select a loan note
c. Process returns button to process returns
d. Exit button to exit.

8. Member Report Design
   Function: Displays member reports
   Description: The Report Form display above functions to display Library Member data reports.

   Function: Displays Book Reports
Description: The report form display above functions to display book data reports that have been recorded by library staff.

10. Book Category Report Design

Function: Displays Book Category Report

Description: The Report Form display above functions to display Library Book Category data reports.

11. Library Book Data Report that is being borrowed

Function: Processing loan delay data

Description: The form above is used to find out data on library books that are being borrowed and can find out data on members who have not returned books.

12. Book Catalog Form

Function: Processing book catalogues
Description: The form above is used to print library book catalogues.

13. Library Terms Form

Function: Contains library provisions, explains library provisions

Note: The form above is used to provide computerized regulations that will affect book borrowing or return transactions

14. Library Identity Form

Function: Displays library identity

Description: The form above is used to provide identity to the library at school.
15. Book Search Form (Searching)

Function: Makes it easier for library members/users to search desired book.

Description: The form above is used to search for library books without looking for books directly at the location.

5. CONCLUSION

From the description of the discussion above regarding the library information system at SMU PGRI 1 PURWODADI GROBOGAN, it can be concluded that:

3. The data processing process still found errors when entering book data, return data, because it was still recorded in the book. And recording with books results in lost or damaged data and data not being stored in the database.

4. With a computerized and multi-user based library information system, the process of collecting data and recording library book borrowings can be done quickly and reduces the possibility of errors and makes it easier to search for data because the data is stored in one database.

5. With a multi-user based library information system, the time required to process data will be more effective and reports for the Principal will also be easier and faster.
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